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Use only the AC adapter plug included in the delivery (product code. The system administrator can
lock your telephone's interface via a setting for. Handset and team key text are displayed. key”
starting on page 102).Tom Harrington (footballer) Tom Harrington (born 23 October 1977) is an
English former professional footballer who played as a goalkeeper. Career Arsenal Born in Consett,
County Durham, Harrington began his career with his hometown club Consett A.F.C. before joining
their rivals Newcastle United in 1996. Harrington failed to break into the Newcastle first team and
so joined Arsenal in 1998. Arsenal Harrington made his Arsenal debut on the opening day of the
1999–2000 season, in a 2–1 win over Liverpool. Arsenal finished in fourth place and were eliminated
in the fourth round of the FA Cup in a replay against Aston Villa. Harrington played 17 times for
Arsenal in 1999–2000, and 24 times in 2000–01, making 34 appearances in total. After a spell out
with injury Harrington returned for the 2002–03 season and ended up playing 18 times. He then
spent a week on loan at Preston North End in August 2003 and a loan spell at Barnsley in January
2004, where he played five games and returned for a second loan spell in January 2004, playing
three games for Barnsley. Harrington signed a new one-year contract with Arsenal in the summer of
2004. He then joined Stockport County on loan in January 2004 and the following month joined the
club on a permanent contract. Harrington ended the 2003–04 season with 41 appearances for
Arsenal after returning from his loan spell at Stockport. At the end of the 2005–06 season,
Harrington signed a new one-year contract with Arsenal and had a penalty saved in the 2006 FA Cup
Final. However, in April 2007, Harrington was released from his contract by Arsenal. Chievo Verona
On 9 July 2007, it was announced that Tom had signed a two-year contract with Serie A club Chievo
Verona. In the 2007–08 season, Harrington was widely tipped to be the first-choice goalkeeper at the
club after Verona's first choice Michelangelo Rampal suffered an injury and had to be replaced for
the derby game with Bologna. Tom proved himself a good goalkeeper in his first season at Chievo,
and was even selected for the Italian national team, becoming the number one goalkeeper for a
training camp
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